STANDARD SYMBOLS

BENCH MARK

BILLBOARD

BUILDING

BULKHEAD
( NOTE: Cross Hatch Symbol if Scale Permits )

ELECTROLIER STANDARD

FENCE ( Chain Link )

FENCE ( Other Than Chain Link )

FIRE HYDRANT

FLOW ARROW

GUARD RAIL ( Metal )
( NOTE: Wooden Rails are considered 'Warning Rails' )

GUY ( Anchor Type )

HEDGE

MANHOLE

METER ( Gas, Water )

PARKING METER

PEDESTRIAN PUSHBUTTON STANDARD
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POLE (Utility)

PULLBOX (Fire, Police, Traffic Signal, Electrolier or Television Cable)

RAILROAD CROSSING SIGNAL

ROOF DRAIN

SIGN (Street or Traffic)

TEST BORING

TRACK (Railroad or Streetcar)  
(NOTE: If buried, so label)

TRAFFIC SIGNAL STANDARD

TRAVERSE OR TRIANGULATION STATION

TREE (Palm)

TREE (Other than Palm)

TREE WELL

VAULT

WALL (Brick or Concrete Block)

WALL (Rubble)

WARNING RAIL (Wood)

NOTE: Symbol shall be drawn with solid lines if object represented is visible on the surface and dashed lines if buried.